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Graphene
High-Throughput, Ultrafast Synthesis of Solution-
Dispersed Graphene via a Facile Hydride Chemistry**

Nihar Mohanty, Ashvin Nagaraja, Jose Armesto, and Vikas Berry*
Graphene is a single-atom-thick two-dimensional macromolecule

with sp2-bound carbon atoms[1] arranged in a honeycomb lattice.

Recently, graphene has emerged as an attractive candidate for

several applications, including ultrafast nanoelectronic

devices,[2,3] tunable spintronics,[4] ultracapacitors,[5] transparent

conducting electrodes,[6,7] single-molecule chemical sensors,[8]

ultrasensitive biodevices,[9] and nanomechanical devices.[10]

These applications have evolved from its atypical properties,

such as weakly scattered ballistic transport of charge carriers

behaving as massless fermions at room temperature,[3,11]

magneto-sensitive transport,[12–14] tunable bandgap,[15] quantum

Hall effect at room temperature,[12–14] tunable optical transi-

tions,[16,17] exceptional mechanical strength,[18] megahertz char-

acteristic frequency,[10] carrier collimation, and ultrahigh stiffness.

Graphene can be 1) synthesized on-substrate, 2) deposited

on-substrate via mechanical processes, or 3) deposited on-

substrate from solution. On-substrate synthesis includes high-

temperature (>1000 8C) epitaxial growth on SiC,[19,20] ruthe-

nium[21] or chemical vapor deposition on nickel[22] and

copper,[23] while mechanical deposition includes adhesive-tape

exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and

the ensuing transfer. The third process, which is based on on-

substrate deposition from a graphene suspension, has several

advantages including the large-scale production of reduced

graphene oxide (RGO) and easy-to-apply chemical and

physical manipulations for functionalization and directed

deposition.[24–28] Graphene suspension synthesis methods

include 1) p–p intercalation or graphite intercalation com-

pound (GIC)-based exfoliation of graphite flakes into graphene

sheets,[24,25,29,30] and 2) in-solution reduction of graphite oxide

prepared by Hummers method[15,31,32] with hydrazine.[26–28,33]

The p–p intercalation and GIC-based methods produce high-

quality graphene; however, the yield is low with relatively low

stability of the graphene solution, in which the graphene sheets

have a tendency to settle down. The graphene suspension
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prepared by in-solution or 180 8C solvothermal reduction of

graphene oxide (GO) in hydrazine produces a higher yield and

stability; however, the process takes several days for comple-

tion.[34] Supercritical water has been used for the reductionof GO

into graphene, for which high pressures and temperatures are

required in a closed system, and the process takes about 6 h for

completion.[35] Recently, sodium borohydride and concentrated

sulfuric acid have been used to reduce GO sheets via a two-step

reduction process, which takes about 3 days for completion.[36,37]

Herein, we present a novel route to reduce GO and stabilize

RGO in dispersions in a methanol suspension using common

reagents via an ultrafast (less than a minute), high-throughput,

single-step process. Sodium hydride acts both as a reducing

agent to reduce GO to RGO and as a deprotonator to convert

methanol to methoxy ions. These methoxy ions then stabilize

the RGO sheets in the bulk methanol. Multilayer RGO

sheets as large as>10 000mm2 with high sp2 to sp3 ratio and low

defect density were obtained with conductivities of �4500–

10 625 S m�1 with electron and hole mobilities of 100–400 and

300–600 cm2 V�1 S�1, respectively. These values are compar-

able with the highest values reported for multilayer RGO.[38]

GO sheets suspended in water were synthesized from mesh

7 graphite flakes (Sigma–Aldrich) via a modified Hummers acid

oxidationmethod,whichproduces one- tofour-atom-thicksheets

of partially oxidized graphene with the surface containing

negatively charged hydroxyl, epoxy, and carboxylic acid groups,

which electrostatically stabilize the GO sheets in suspension. The

addition of the electronegative oxygen and the removal of

unsaturated p electrons cause the GO sheets to be distorted due

to the introduction of nonplanar sp3 bonds (Figure 1, top). The

GO suspension samples were centrifuged (11 000 g, 60 min,

20 8C) and resuspended in 99% methanol with intermittent

sonication.[39] Methanol-dispersed GO was then exposed to pure

sodium hydride powder (final concentration �100 mg mL�1),

which instantaneously (a few seconds) reduced GO to RGO,

while generating hydrogen gas bubbles. Further, sodium hydride

deprotonates methanol to methoxy ions,[40] which is expected to

stabilize the RGO sheets in methanol. Finally, a dark black,

highly stable (about one month) solution of RGO was produced.

Based on the initial weight of the graphite flakes, the process gave

a yield of �68% with most RGOs having one to four layers. The

yield for the NaH-based GO to RGO reduction process was close

to 100%. The chemistry is shown below:[40]

graphene oxide ðGOÞ )
NaH

reduced graphene oxide ðRGOÞþH2
(1)

CH3OH )
NaH

CH3O
� þ H2 (2)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the hydride reduction process. Photographs of glass vials

containing a dispersion of the GO in methanol (left) and a stable dispersion of RGO in bulk

methanol(right).Centerright,bottom:pictureofavialwithNaHinmethanol.Thedarkblackcolor

of the stabilized RGO in contrast to the yellow color of theGO indicates thepartial restorationof

the interlayerpnetworkof theRGOsheets.Thecartoonandthethree-dimensional (3D)chemical

structures (the gray, red, and blue balls denote the carbon, oxygen, and sodium atoms,

respectively, in the ball-and-stickmodel) show the reduction process of GO to RGO via hydride

chemistry, theassociated releaseofhydrogengas, and theensuingsolutionstabilizationof the

RGO by sodium methoxide ions.

Figure 2. a,b) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the GO sheets (a) and RGO sheets (b)

spin-coatedon300-nm-thicksilicawafers. Insets: theheightprofiles indicate that thethickness

of the GOmonolayer is�1.2 nm (a), while that for the RGOmonolayer is 0.6 nm (top right inset

(b)). The top left inset in (b) shows an FESEM image of the washed RGO sheets deposited on a

300-nm-thicksilicasubstrate.Thesheetsformwrinkles(W)andfolds(F).c)Optical imageofRGO

sheets deposited on a 300-nm-thick silica substrate, which shows large-area coverage of

the sporadically folded (F) RGO sheets. The stars indicate the probable residual sodium

methoxide deposits on the RGO sheets and on the substrate. The schematic diagram of the

carbonstructure (right)depictsapossible foldingconformationof theRGOsheetson theatomic

scale.
The relatively low exothermicity

(Trxn<350 K, Tautoignition�858 K; source:

NIST) of the reaction at the experimental

volumes reduces the fire hazard from the

hydrogen gas produced during the reaction.

The RGO suspension was highly stable

with no visible settling, which can be

attributed to the adsorbed methoxide ion

(NaþCH3O�)-induced electrostatic repul-

sion between individual RGO sheets in

methanol.[41]

Field-emission scanning electron micro-

scopy (FESEM) images of the RGO sheets

immediately after the hydride reaction show

dendritic structures of sodium methoxide

deposited on the RGO surface, the chemical

composition of which was confirmed by

energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis

(see Supporting Information, Figure S1).

Addition of deionized (DI) water to the

suspension destabilizes the solution result-

ing in the formation of large clusters, which

slowly settle down. This finding can be

attributed to the removal of the stabilizing

methoxide ions from the RGO surface.

EDX studies confirmed complete sodium

removal, which also made the RGO surfaces

smooth as observed by FESEM (Figure 2b,

inset; see Supporting Information, Figure

S2). More studies are needed to completely

characterize this process. When a 300-nm-

thick silicon dioxide substrate is contacted

with a RGO solution for 10 min, a large areal

RGO coverage is achieved, as observed by
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FESEM and optical microscopy (Figure 2c;

Supporting Information, Figures S2 and S3).

AFM studies on deposited GO and RGO

sheets showed that RGO has a smaller

thickness (�0.6 nm) than the parent GO,

which is higher than the theoretical thick-

ness, also reported by other groups

(Figure 2a,b; Supporting Information, Fig-

ure S4).[38] This can be attributed to either

partially unreduced nonplanar oxy-func-

tional groups, remnant sp3 C�C bonds, or

gas/solvent molecules trapped between the

substrate and the RGO sheets.[42] Further-

more, RGO was found to show a large

density of folds, which is expected because

of p–p interaction energy within the sheets.

A rough schematic (Figure 2c, right) shows

one possible folding mechanism using the

angle of fold (¼208) shown (Figure 2c, left).

The RGO sheets form wrinkles, however

the wrinkle density is less than that for

GO.[9] Moreover, the RGO sheets depos-

ited on a substrate do not agglomerate

during deposition. This is attributed to the
www.small-journal.com 227
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Raman spectra of the GO and RGO sheets.

The ID/IG and ID’/IG ratios for RGO decrease after the reduction process,

which suggests the establishment of a long-range crystallographic order

of the sp2 carbon atoms in the RGO structure. The peakmarked (�) in the
RGO spectrum can be attributed to residual surface-adsorbed sodium

methoxidemolecules. The 3D chemical structures on the right depict the

GO and RGO sheets.
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negatively charged methoxide adsorption on the RGO

surfaces, which repel each other.

The RGO sheets were analyzed by Raman (Figure 3), UV/

Vis, and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy

(Figure 4) to study the reduction of GO to RGO and to

investigate the change in the sp2 to sp3 ratio. UV/Vis absorption

measurements showed that there was a red shift in the

absorbance peak from GO (�270 nm) to RGO (330 nm), which

suggests a restoration of thep network of the carbon atoms (sp2

hybridization) during a reduction of sp3 to sp2 bonding

(Figure 1). The presence of an absorbance peak at �330 nm

compares well with the values reported by other groups

(Figure 4b).[38] The Raman spectra of the GO and RGO

samples were recorded on a spot area of �1mm2, which was far

from the sheet edges to avoid signals from the edge defect, and
Figure 4. a) The FTIR spectra of the RGOandGOsamplesdepict the characte

inherentchemicalstructure.Thestarredpeak(�),whichcorrespondstothefi
the amorphous carbon, undergoes a sharp decrease in intensity after reduc

which implies an increased crystallinity of RGO. b) The UV/Vis spectra of R

exhibit the characteristic red shift for RGO, which indicates the restoration

network (solvent ismethanol). Inset: optical imageofamonolayerof RGOspi

nm-thick silica substrate.
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at a low power of�5 mW to reduce localized heating (Figure 3).

The Raman peaks at �1355 cm�1 (D band) and at �1590 cm�1

(G band) agree well with the literature.[15,33,43] The slight

increase in the position of the G peak compared to that for

pristine graphene can be attributed to the remnant n-doping in

RGO.[44,45]

The ID/IG ratios, which quantify the relative content of the

intervalley scattering producing defects (D peak) and the

graphenic region (G peak), were calculated from the spectra

after baseline correction and integration. While the ID/IG ratio

for GO was found to be �1.88� 0.25, as expected for GO, the

ID/IG ratio for RGO was �1.08� 0.15, which implies a

substantial hydride-induced reduction in the relative content

of the sp3 carbon atoms and the oxidized molecular defects,

vacancies, etc. (see Supporting Information, Figure S5). This

lower value of ID/IG is comparable to that achieved by the

supercritical-water-based reduction process (ID/IG� 0.9) and

to the recently reported 180 8C solvothermal reduction process

(ID/IG� 0.9), and can be attributed to the mild, low exothermic

nature of the reduction process. In contrast, the hydrazine

reduction of GO[46] exhibits an ID/IG ratio of 1.44. Furthermore,

the ID’/IG ratio, which quantifies the ratio of the weak defects,

induced intravalley scattering (D’ peak) and the graphenic

region (G peak) also decreased after reduction to RGO (see

Supporting Information, Figure S5). Using the empirical

Tuinstra–Koenig relation, which relates the ID/IG ratio to the

crystallite size of the carbonaceous graphitic samples, the size of

the ordered graphitic regions in GO was calculated to be

�4 nm2, as expected for a large areal density of sp3 carbon atoms

and defects.[47] For RGO, the areal crystallite density with

defect-free segments of sp2 carbon atoms increased threefold

and corresponded to a domain size of�12.25 nm2. The presence

of the D/D’ band on the entire RGO can be attributed to

vacancy defects from the loss of the carbon atoms due to the

reduction of the highly oxidized carbon atoms on the parent

GO.[48] Furthermore, the relatively weak 2D band intensity in

RGO spectra can be attributed to the fractional non-sp2 carbon

domains, in contrast to the solely sp2 carbon atoms in the

pristine graphene.[49]
ristic peaks for the

ngerprint regionfor

tion of GO to RGO,

GO, GO, and NaH

of the p-electron
n-coatedona300-

bH & Co. KGaA, Weinhe
FTIR studies were conducted to illus-

trate the chemical structure of the RGO

sheets. The RGO and GO sheets were dried

in an inert atmosphere (99.9% He, 200 8C)

to obtain powders for characterization. The

spectrum for GO agrees well with the values

reported in the literature.[50] The absor-

bance peak for GO at �1375 cm�1 (appears

as a shoulder to the broad peak at

�1150 cm�1), which corresponds to the

fingerprint region of amorphous carbon, is

greatly reduced in the RGO spectrum, thus

signifying the restoration of the honeycomb

lattice of carbon atoms. The spectrum for

RGO shows a residual peak at �1100 cm�1

corresponding to stretching of the C�O

bond, which could arise from adsorbed

methoxide or defects on the RGO lattice.

Furthermore, the intensity of the absor-

bance peak for GO at �1650 cm�1, which
im small 2010, 6, No. 2, 226–231



Figure 5. a) Schematic diagram of the back-gated field-effect transistor (FET) for studying the

electrical properties of RGO. E
!

denotes the electric field; e and h denote electrons and holes,

respectively. b) Four-peak Lorentzian fit of the D band from the Raman spectra acquired for the

RGO channel in the RGO FET demonstrates a bilayer. c) Electrical gating data for the RGO-based

back-gated FET show a slight n-type characteristic. Inset: tabulated values of the calculated

carriermobilities for this RGObilayer. d) Current–voltagemeasurements across the source and

drain electrodesof aGOsheet,whichexhibit afiveordersofmagnitude increase in conductivity

after NaH-induced reduction. Inset: optical image of the RGO FET.
corresponds to stretching of the carbonyl group, reduces by 3.33

in RGO, thus confirming its reduction.

The electrical properties of the thus-produced RGO were

studied to determine the charge-carrier properties. RGO sheets

were deposited on prepatterned silica (300 nm thermally

grown) on nþþ silicon substrates with gold electrodes 5mm

apart. The samples were thoroughly washed with DI water and

dried in a vacuum. To discern the layer thickness of the RGO

channel, the D band from the Raman spectrum acquired earlier

(Figure 3) was fitted with the Lorentzian model. A four-peak

Lorentzian fit of the D-band-signal curve implied that the sheet

was a graphene bilayer[51] (Figure 5b; see Supporting

Information, Figure S5 for the 2D band fits).[52] Similarly, a

GO test device was also prepared. The nþþ silicon layer was

used as a back gate for the field-effect measurements and the

300-nm silica layer functioned as the gate oxide (Figure 5a). The

samples were placed in a �10�4 Torr vacuum probe station at

room temperature. Figure 5d shows the typical source–drain

characteristics of the RGO and GO test devices. The RGO

bilayer sheets (prepared by reduction in less than a minute)

exhibited conductivities of �4500–10 625 S m�1, which were

five orders of magnitude higher than those of the GO

sheets.[28,38,48] Furthermore, a GO test device after treatment

with sodium hydride solution for 1 min exhibited a three orders

of magnitude increase in conductivity, owing to the partial (single

side) reduction of GO (Supporting Information, Figure S6).

Electrical gating studies conducted under vacuum showed

that the RGO exhibits a slight n-type characteristic, in contrast

to the strongly p-type characteristic of the GO sheets.[9] The
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slight asymmetry in the gating curve

(Figure 5) can be attributed to the residual

sodium methoxide ions adsorbed on RGO

and the charged impurities transferred from

the unpassivated silica substrate.[48,53,54]

Furthermore, upon prolonged washing

(6 h) of the as-prepared FET with DI water,

near ambipolar carrier density of graphene

was restored (see Supporting Information,

Figure S7). The electron and hole mobilities

for the RGO were computed from the gating

data by using the expression:

mcarrier ¼ ðDIDS=DVGÞ=ðCGðl=wÞ � VDSÞ (3)

where CG is the silica gate capacitance, l is

the length of the graphene channel, and w is

its width. Owing to the bilayer nature of

the RGO channel, the gating effect is

expected to be screened by the graphene

layers.[55] The electron and hole mobilities

were calculated to be 100–400 and 300–

600 cm2 V�1 S�1, respectively, which are

several orders of magnitude higher than

those reported for GO.[55,56] This further

confirms the reduction-induced augmenta-

tion of ordered sp2 domains (also observed

previously in Raman studies), which in turn

increases the carrier scattering distance and

thus the carrier mobility. Furthermore, the
IDS–VDS curves for RGO were found to have nonlinear

exponential characteristics (see Supporting Information,

Figure S8), which, in conjunction with the limited ordered

graphenic domain size (�12.25 nm2), suggests a two-dimen-

sional variable-range hopping conduction mechanism, thus

vindicating the presence of conducting graphenic domains

separated by defects in the RGO sheets.[26,27,48,57] However,

further studies are needed to characterize this in detail.

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel, ultrafast, and

high-yield process to synthesize highly stable RGO dispersions

and have illustrated the spectroscopic and electrical character-

ization of the RGO sheets. The facile hydride chemistry

process, which uses commonly available reagents, effectively

restores the planar sp2-hybridized structure of graphene, with

relatively low defects confirmed by Raman and UV/Vis

spectroscopy. The high carrier mobility and the bipolar carrier

density in RGO further confirm the increased crystalline sp2

regions in RGO with lower scattering distances. These results

suggest that this process can a) enable improved handling of

graphene dispersions, b) deliver high-quality graphene on

demand for electronic, mechanical, and other applications, and

c) develop next-generation solution-based graphene functio-

nalization schemes.

Experimental Section

Methods for RGO production: GO sheets suspended in DI

water were synthesized from mesh 7 graphite flakes (Sigma–

Aldrich) via the modified Hummers acid oxidation method, which
www.small-journal.com 229
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produced one- to four-atom-thick sheets of partially oxidized

graphene. The surfaces had negatively charged hydroxyl, epoxy,

and carboxylic acid groups, which gave them electrostatic stability

in suspension. The GO suspension samples were first spun down

using a high-speed centrifugation process (11 000 g, 60min,

20 8C) and subsequently resuspended in anhydrous methanol by

intermittent sonication and vortexing. The GO dispersion in

methanol was subsequently treated with a fresh sodium hydride

(Sigma–Aldrich) powder (100mgmL�1) to instantaneously (less

than a minute) reduce GO to RGO. This process turned the yellow

GO solution dark black. This solution was left undisturbed for

10min, followed by high-speed centrifugation at 11 000 g for

60min at 20 8C and washing of the product with DI water five

times to remove the sodium methoxide deposits on the RGO sheet

surface. Finally, the RGO with adsorbed NaOCH3 was resuspended

in pure methanol to produce a stable RGO dispersion.

Instruments: Bright-field optical microscopy imaging was

carried out on an Olympus BX40 microscope. FESEM imaging

was carried out on a Leo 1550 scanning electron microscope

under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions at 10 kV electron high tension

(EHT) with a working distance of 4mm using the Everhart–Thornley

detector. AFM studies were carried out at room temperature in a

Nanosurf EasyScan 2 microscope with aluminum-coated, highly

doped, monolithic silicon-based tapping mode probes (AppNano

Inc.). Raman spectra of the samples were collected on a Horiba

Jobin Yvon LabRAM ARAMIS Raman spectrometer with a red He–Ne

laser (l¼632.8 nm, laser power <5mW, spot size�1mm2), which

was parked well away from the sheet’s edges to avoid edge

effects, a 200-mm confocal pinhole, 150-mm-wide entrance slit,

600 grmm�1 grating, and 100� objective Olympus lens. FTIR

analysis of the samples was carried out on a Newport Oriel

MIR8025 FTIR spectrometer. UV/Vis spectroscopic analysis was

conducted on a Cole–Parmer scanning UV/Vis spectrophotometer.

Electrical characterization of the samples was carried out inside a

Janis ST-100 optical cryostat (10�5 Torr, 300 K) with a Keithley

2612 dual-channel current–voltage source meter.
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